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The Flats

In the city, the green cranes have paused
and the scaffold lattice of the week-day workers clanks
emptily in the wind. Under the Civic Centre,
a column of shadow and silence
divides the street.

The hooting motors, footsteps racing the flashing lights,
the cries at the taxi rank mapping the route out of the city -
Mowbray, Athlone, Hanover Park, Khayelitsha - a boy
selling matches at a roadside stall,
are soft ghosts today.

Thirty years ago, my father in his white hard-hat stands
on a platform outside a building he helped
raise to the sky, his back
to the impervious glass, staring
at something I cannot see.

The city was declared white
in the year they married
and were removed
to a place you cannot trace from here.

I was born in the Flats
with its sand streets and damp cement walls,
a winter child,
a child of loss.

Every morning my mother’s road to work began
in the dark, on the way to town carrying me
past their old house, returning each day
to the thing she had lost and never looking
again in its direction.
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I was their ghost child,
a grief growing
older and older.

Now, on the way home, a strip of white cloth blows
along the tar and snags on a wire fence,
frayed but holding,
a ripple coiling along its length,
an abstract echo of the wind.

On days like this, I forgive them their grief,
what they could bear to look at
and what they could not.

I forgive them their slow love
of the new place,
of me.

They turned distance into an ordinary tragedy
and eventually a home.

And without them,
the city falls silent each day.

Fanon’s secret

The grape-picker holds out
his hand full of fruit but turns
his face, the slight, unavailable cast
of his head his most precious possession.

The woman who cleans your house
all day is in the places you cannot be,
touches your sheets.

You hate
what is held back,
not known to you,
kept, stolen, enchanted.

Give

Before dawn, low voices briefly loud,
my father and his friend the ambulance driver,
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his days off always in the middle of the week,
drive away from the house
with thick sandwiches and a flask of tea
and my father’s green and white fishing rod
whipping the wind behind the ’76 Corolla.

Camping by the sea,
we’d see him take his rod further down the beach,
walk waist-deep into the water, plant
himself with legs apart in the breakers,
reach back, cast the line
baited with chokka, and pull,
giving then tightening the line, nudging
its weighted stream of gut to the fish.

But in this place on the west coast
they never disclosed,
they stand unwatched, out of reach
of each other’s lines, at their backs
a fire on the beach not stemming
the dark but deepening it.

Often it would come to nothing,
their planting and pulling,
but sometimes the leather cups holding
the ends of their fishing rods strained
as they bent back against the high howl
of the reels being run to the limit
and holding.
Bowing forward and giving
and leaning back and pulling,
their bodies make a slow dance nobody sees.

And at home the scraping of scales
from galjoen and yellowtail
and slitting the silver slick of skin
to make thick steaks for supper,
setting aside the keite for breakfast,
the head for soup and the gills and fat for the cats
while they tell us how they landed them.

I wonder about the empty days, more frequent,
the solitary standing in the dark at the edge
of something vast, sea and sky,
throwing a thin line into the give of it
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and waiting, silent and waiting,
until something pulls
against your weight.

Revelation

I’m drawn to the gesture in art and in writing when someone turns away from
the gaze. The poem ‘Give’ comes from the distant sight of my father and his
friends fishing in the early morning and what appears to me now their
profound relationship with time and the sea. I wanted to write about the
silences of men without requiring them to be broken. ‘Fanon’s Secret’
addresses this point too, by contemplating a compelling painting by the South
African artist Irma Stern and the highly patterned anxieties of middle-class
people about the women who clean their homes. Did they clean thoroughly,
did they go through my things, did they steal something. These gesture to me
of an ardently desired secret held by those without power. The title comes
from lines in Black skin, white masks. ‘The Flats’ is many years in the making and
was inspired by the daily experience of traffic besieging Cape Town because its
apartheid geography banished Black people to distant, poorly served places
which leads to hours and scarce resources being spent on transport and
conversely empties out the city at night and on Sundays. These long distances
became ordinary to me because I grew up under apartheid but infuriated my
mother for decades because each day’s journey to work and back literally
mapped her family’s ‘removal’ under the Group Areas Act in 1968. And yet,
despite such pressure on their daily rituals, people’s lives were not shaped
solely by resistance and loss but the normal ambiguities and wonders.

It is a delicate task to write about this, to convey the complexity of Black
lives without yielding to the commodification of people’s pain and joy. The
poet Yvette Christianse reflects that postcolonial writing seems to require a
level of self-exposure that renders the writer’s own history into a ‘register of
authentication’. In response, she pares out a realm of ‘necessary privacy’, not
subject to revelation. For me, the equivalent is to honour the gesture of the
averted face in the painting and not to try to make it look at me squarely.

My new critical project, ‘Public Privacies’, engageswith the realms of intimacy
and history through an analysis of autobiographies about religion and sexuality in
southern Africa. I’m drawn in it to the way people engage with the ambiguous
power of the private realm to make claims on public space, and vice versa.
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and A Hundred Silences. She has held writing fellowships at the Nordic Africa
Institute, Civitella Ranieri and the University of Witwatersrand, and has been a
featured poet at major international literary festivals. Baderoon received the
DaimlerChrysler Award for South African Poetry in 2005, and is at work on a
new collection of poetry, Axis and Revolution. She teaches Women’s Studies and
African Studies at Pennsylvania State University. Further details are at www.
gabeba.com.
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